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1 Introduction 

It is recognised that complete reliability of ax automatic pilot 
cannot be expected and that the likelihood of a failure must be accepted2. 
Accordingly the relevant design requireme&' states that aircraft must have 
3 specifxed ultimate factor under loading condlticns ensung from a sudden 
movement of each main control surface - when the failure occurs - and 
reoovery action after a suitable time u3xrval. Vith a failure in the 
eleiratcr channel, the crliz.cai. loading ccndlticns are usually associated 
with the maximum normal acceleratlcn at the C.G. of the azrcraft and 171th 
the maximum aerodynamic load on its tallplane. 

Since the requrrement is couched in generai terms, any arproacn which 
satisfies all the specified conditions may bP used to assess the crltlcal 
loads and acceleratzcns. It is desirable, ho-xver, to establish a standard 
approach, and to thus end, Reddawzy3 interpreted the sudden elevator move- 
ment of the requrement as instantaneous movement, and, disregarding the 
recovery action, derived formu!ae smtable for the calc-Lxlatlcn of the result- 
Ing crltuzal loads. But, while tne choice of instantaneous "runaway" mcve- 
merit was a col?servative one with respect to the initial stages of the 
mancewre, the omisslcn of the recovery action migfit in many cases lead to 
a serious underestxmatrcn of the critical leads occurring during the com- 
plete sequence of runaway and recovery. 

In the present paper, the sudden movement 1s interpreted as a gradual 
movement as rapid as the control servomotor ;.qll allow, and recovery action 
is taken into consideration. The investigation 1s based on respcnse theory. 

The response of the aucraft to the assumed elevator movements, and 
the formulae r,ecess;iry for the caLx.laticn of the crxtical lcating condi- 
tlcns are dwxved in Appendix I. This Appendix also contarns some discus- 
sic= of the effects of an autclrntic pzlct failure cn pcssrble elevator 
movements. In a further Appendu the formulae for the crltlcal loading 
ccndltlons arc presented xn a form suitable for their duect use by the 
computer . In r;hls presentatjon extensive use 1s r&e of charts. 

An example is given to illustrate the type of reqwnse following an 
automat32 plot faxlure. 

2 Details of tne irxestigatlon 

In a rational approach tc the problem of detern;mug the loading con- 
dltlons folicwing an autcrnatic pllot fallme, the inwslagatron may be splat 
lntc three closely linked parts. 

(4 The establishment of a general elevator trme hIstory to desorlbe 
the sequence of movements that OCCUT after a failure. 

(ii) The derivation of the response of the aircraft to the 
establxhed elevator movement. 

(ill) The analysis of the response to determux? ln each case the 
elevator movements which oroduce the crlticnl loads, and to cbtsln vorkable 

t formlilae and clswr;s suit&e for routme sstim&tlon of these loads. 

These three parts are described and discussed zn the following 
sub-paragraphs. 

2.1 The elevator ncvement 

Consider first the sequence of events in the case of a typxal 
failure of the elevator channel. At the Instant of faiiwe the elevator 
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begins to move under the influence of its servomotor. Its angular rate of 
movement is initially small because of the friction ~&inertia effects, but 
soonbuilds up to a vslue approaching the msximum sngular rate of the servomotor. 
This movement gives rise to aerodynamic forces on the elevator, and sfter o. 
while these forces rne$ become large enough to influence the output of the servo- 
motor, snd. reduce its engulsr rate. Finally, a state mey be reachedinw%ich 
the external aerodynsmio forces &e of sufficient msgnitudc to stall the servo- 
motor. Alternstivcly, there may be stops in the automatic pilot-elevator 
circuit to limit the total travel of the c&v&or under automatic control, in 
which case, the elevator movement msy be arrested before the external forces 
stall the servomotor. Once the elevator is brought to rest, it remsins approxi- 
mately steady until the recovery is taken. If the -ecovery is under the dirccr; 
control of the pilot, it will consist in rapid angular movsmsnt of the elevator 
back to its position before failure or prtws beyond. 

Within this fioture the elevator movement and the eircraft response sre 
continuously interdependent; this renders the solution of the oversll problem a 
formidable task, s&the find, complex formulae would hardly be of m practical 
use. The follting assumptions s~&Sy the mathematical treatment without 
seriously affecting the <accuracy of the finsl results; they sre slightly con- 
servative. It is sssuncja that the time-history of the elevator movement may be 
considered es consisting of three stsgos: 

(i) %xnaway", during which the elevator moves at a constant rate 
corresponding to the medmumrate of the servomotor. 

6.i) "check", when the elevator is errerted at its msximua deflection, 
either by a stop or by the fad that aerodynsmic forces on the elevator have 
stalled the servomotor, until 

(iii) "recovelery': during whi.ch the elevator is moved back at a constant rate. 

YEPith these assumptions the determination of the elevator time-history 
becomes a rather straight-forwsrd matter. The following quantities are required: 
the "runaway" rate, mexlmwn deflcotion during the "check" period, maximum rate 
ana travel during %ecovery", and the time of the beginning of "recovery". A 
simplified method for calculating the elevator deflection at which the servo- 
motor stalls is given in Appendix I psra A.6.6. Eo specific rate and amount of 
recovery movement sre suggested; they depend on the pilot and the character- 
istics of the zuxmft, and discussion as to their nmeriaal values is outside 
the scope of r;he paper. In practice the relevant recovery rate would be that 
likely to be used. by the pilot in such an emergency; the smount of movement is 
more difficult to sssess but some guides to its value are given in Appendix I 
psraA.6.9. The time of the beginning of recovery is discussed in pnra 2.3 and 
in Appendix I parzA.6.7. 

The sssmed sequence of movements is illustrated disgranrmatically in Fig.?. 

2.2 Response of the aircraft 

Amovement of the elevator produces continuous changes in the angle of 
incidence of the aircraft and causes the aircraft to fly along a curved path and 
rotate about its latersl axis. The aircraft is therefore subjected to normsl 
end pitching aooelerations which vary as the manoeuvre develops, sndits tsil- 
plsne is subjected to variations in aerodyn~mio loading, due partly to the 
movement of the elevator and pertly to the movement or response of the aircraft 
itself. 

Thus to assess the effects of an automatic pilot feilvre, it is necessary 
to derive the response of the aircraft to the sequenoe of elevator movements 
which follow the failure. The required. solutions of the equations of motion 
for the assumed type of disturbance have been obtained in general terms by 
mesns of Laplace transformations. The mnthematicd snslysis pertinent to this 
part of the investigation is given in Appendix I psrsa A.1 to A.5, where 
expressions sze presented for the incremental values (from steady state) of the 
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normal acceleration at the C.G. of' the aircraft, the acceleration at the 
tail and the aerodynamic load on tne tailplae. The type of response in 
acceleration etc. is illustrated in Fig.2. The data for this exsmpie are 
given in Table I. 

2.: The critical loads 

The various response formulae cf Appendix i paras A.3, A.4 and A.5 
may be used to determxne tne cornrlete tune-histories of the loads end 
accelerations produced by the general elevator time-nistory assumed in 
part.3 2.1. However, from the am-rorthlness aspect, It IS the VBYXOUS local 
maxima of these quantities, and in particular their absolute values, which 
are of ma.pr interest. It is therefore desirable to analyse the response 
forxmilae and obtain general expressions for the magnitudes of the local 
maxuaa. The oonclusions deduced from such an analysis are presented in 
Appendix I para A.6. 

They indicate that the loads .and accelerations Froduced by movement 
of the elevator depend directly on its rate and magnitude, and. since the 
movements defining the runaway and check are the greatest possible in the 
circumstances, the local maxima that occur in these stages, are also the 
absolute maxma. The recovery stage must be treated somevnat differently 
for, in addition to the rate and amount of elevator movement, its time of 
conL?encement must also be specified. Once the recovery movement has been 
chosen, its tieung must be selected, from airworthiness considerations to 
give the most critical loading conditions. 

The recovery action always reduces the normal acceleration, and it 
1s therefore only necessary to delay the recovery until the acceleration in 
the runaway and check stages has reached a mathematical maximum to ensure 
that the absolute maximmn acceleration 1s obtained (cf F‘lg.2). 

On the other hand, the recovery action increases the acceleration at 
the tail, and the aerodynamic load on the tail. The extent to which they 
mcrease depends on the rate and amount of movement and also on its timing. 
The method of determining: the tlrne of' recovery for the greatest tailplane 
load in the recovery is given 1nAppendzi.x I para A.6.7. A similar approach 
may 1te used to determine the time of recovery for the greatest acceleration 
at the tail; tnis case 1s not considered however, since in practice, only 
the acceleration at tie tail associated with absolute maximum tailplane 
load is normally requxed for stres6ing purposes. Fig.3 illustrates a case 
12 which, by proper timing, the greatest taxlplane load 1x1 tne recovery 
stage LS obtained, it should be noted that the greatest possible normal 
acceleration at the C.G. is not reallsed; the recovery is made befxe the 
acceleration has reached a peak in the check stage. 

In general, the maxmum tailplane load in the runaway and that in 
the recovery are of opposite sign, and provided the parameters definxng the 
recovery movement are chosen realistically, these two loads represent the 
desrgn loads for the automatic pzlot fallwe case. Both may be sigmflcant, 
since they represent rather different centre of pressure conditions, and 
therefore affect different aspects of the strength of the tallplane. 

The formulae for the magnitudes of the various critrcal maxima are 
rather complex, and some effort has been made to reproduce them in a work- 
able graphzal form. These charts are drscussed at the appropriate points 
In Hppe&tix I para 8.6. Finally, In Appendix II, details of the oalcula- 
tlons necessay to determine the oritical loadings are presented in a fo.?.m 
such that the calculations can be cart-led out directly by a computer. 
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3 Concluding remarks 

This Note presents a rational method for assessing the loads on an 
aircraft follcxing automatic pilot failure. It is suggested that it rmght form 
the basis of a standard procedure for ainrorthiness calculations. 
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A, 5, C, Cl 

a, = aCL>aa, 

a2 = aCL;I 
a71 

B, i5 

b, = acVaa, 

b2 = ""h/ 
av 

cL 

CL' 

'h 

'hs 

G, H, I<, L 

NGTATION 

see equations (30), (31) (32) and (33) 

(includxng the effects of tabs if used) 

see equ.Ct1on (53) 

(including the effects of tabs if used) 

lift coefficient of aircraft 

lift coefficient of aircraft tallplane 

hinge moment coefficient of the elevator 

hinge moment coefficient of the elevator 
corresponding to the staling torque of the 
servomotor 

pitching moment coeffxcient of aircraft 

standard mean chord of wing 

"recoveryn rate 

ratio of recovery rate to ruxwsy rate (consukred 
positive) 

awril~ary functions equations (9), (10) and (II) 

gravity constant 

see equation (39) 

an imagmxary form of 5 (see equation (4)) 
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IWl!ATION (Contd) 

J 

n' 

h 

nt=n+x 

nt’ 

P 'Pm $ Pn 

R = &(Y + x + 5, 

non-dimensional frequency of the longitudinal short 
period oscillations 

radius of gyration of aircraft about its lateral axis 

distance from aircraft C.G. to mean quarter chord point 
of tailplane 

coefficients of transcendental equation in para 8.6.31 

dsmping derivative in pitch 

coefficient of normal acceleration at the C.G. of 
sircraf t 

coefficient of critical normal acceleration at the C.G. 
of aircraft 

coefficient of normal acceleration at the tailplane due 
to angular acceleratzon in pitch 

coefficient of total normal acceleration at the 
tailplane 

coefficient of total normal acceleration at the 
tallplane associated wzth P3' 

net aerodynamic load on the tailplane 

various nxdma of the tailplane load, see peza A.6.3 

coefficients of equation (40) 

angular velocity of the aircraft in pitch 

non-dknensional angular velocity in pitch 

non-dimensional damping factor of the pitching 
oscillations of the aircraft 

wing area 

tailplane ares 

time in seaonds 

unit of aerodymmic time (seconds) 

true sirspeed of aircraft 
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NOTATION (C&d) 

veight cf aircraft 

velocxty component m a vertical plane perpendicular 
to the initial flight path (positive down) 

incremental incidence at the n~ng 

angle of incidence at the wxng 

effectxve angle of ~ncr&x~ce at tail 

an ukeger, see equation (43) 

S= %7c sle. ,a 
2-s 2 

elevator effectiveness 
2gpSkg 

angle of dwrxJash at the tail 

elevator angle 

elevator angle from steady state to limit stops 

maximum angular movement of the elevator in the 
recovery 

see equation (62) 

angular movement of the elevator in the runaway 
(see para 9.6.6) 

relative density of the aircraft 

rotary damping coefficient 

air density 

non-dimensional aerodynamic time 

downwash damping derivative 

statx stability coefficient 
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NGTAl'ION (Contd) 

Suffices 

No. Author 

1 

2 E. Finn and 
E.A. Poulton 

3 J.L. Reddavmy 

associated with the recovery 

assoclattd with point at which the runaway is checked 
due to effective angle of incidence at the tail 

due to the elevator angle 

4 T. Czaykowski 

Title, etc. 

Design requxrements for Aeroplanes 
(AF 97G Vol I. Ch 209) 

Aircraft with Automatic Pilots and Powered 
Controls: Safetykspects 
IX!3 Techrucal ITote I*Jo. Structures 58 
:2X 13,609 June 1950 

Tailplane Loads and Xormal Accelerations after 
an Automatic Control Pallure 
~&I2 14,747 C.P.?ll Doannber 1951 

Loading Condltwns of Talled Aircraft In 
Longitudinal Qux3euvres 
RAE Report No. Structures 177 
JC 17,557 January 1955 
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fwPExDIX I 

The mathematical analysis and detailed discussion 

A.1 Equation8 of motion 

The non-dimensional linearised differential equations of longitudinal 
motion of an aircraft may be written (cf Ref.4). 

Vertical Forces: 

Xoments : 

a;:i a * * 
TT + -Fw - q = 

0 

Eliminating i from equations (la) and (lb) 

d2+ * 
- 
dq2 

+2R~+(R*+.J*)+ = - 6.x 

(14 

(lb) 

(2) 

(3) 

where R = e + v + 2) 

and J =jw 

is the non-dimensional damping factor of the 
longitudinal short period osczllations of the 
aircraft 

(4) 

is the non-dimensional frequency factor of the 
longitudinal short period oscillations of the 
aircraft. 
(See para n.6.5 for cases mwnich J is 
imagl=-Y) * 

A.2 Basic solutions 

The immediate problem is to solve equation (3) for the sequence of 
elevator movements defined in para 2.1, and illustrated diagrammatically in 
Fig.1. Thence such response quantities as the normal acceleration, n, and 
the aerodynennc load on the tailplane, P, may be determined (cf Ref.4). 
The elevator movement is composed of three separate stages and the solution 
to each stage is obtained separately. 

stage I 

Here the elevator movement is: 
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where 

= (q 7 = ($-) 5% 

7 t and = - $=” 
F P@ 

(5) 

Nob?: For the present analysis, and for the Fresentation of results and graphs, 
zis more convenient to use the non-dimensional representation of time J%, 
etc. instead of ts etc. and thus form is usek throughout. 

The solution to equation (3) for the elevator movement defined by equation 
(5) is: 

and 
26 dm 

dT* 
-S/3. 

- = 52 \J", J2 eSRT sm J% 

Introducing the special functions of t&x=: 

R -3' sin Jo cos JT - - e J > 

H = ewR7 cos JT 

L = emR7 sin Jz 
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(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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equations (6), (7) and (8) become: 

and 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

stage II 

Here 

-n = ns (15) 

and to obtain this condition, an additional elevator movement - 

m&be supermposed on the existing movement comeming at 5~~) see Fig.1. 

a+ 
z= 

and 

J2 (L - Le) 

(17) 

(18) 

where the suffxces to G, K and L denote that Jx is re@aced by 
J(z - z,) in equatxons (y), (10) and (11) respectively. These new terms 
appear, of course, only when JT > JT, . 

stage III 

Here 

n = Tls - f (gs (t - tr) 

(19) 

where (4) is the ratio of recovery rate to r-y rate. 
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Equation (19) may be satisfied beyod J%r by superposing a further 

elevator movement - f J iz - ~~1 from this point. Then 

' = J2\J'cs, - a fx) (G - Gs - f G,) 

& 
z= J(K-Ks-fKr) 

and 
2, 

3 = -$@)J*(L-Ls-fLr) 
dT 

(20) 

(a) 

The suffix r denotes that Jz is replaced by J(T - car) everywhere in the 
functions so suffixed. 

A.3 Normal acceleration at the C.G. (cf Ref.4) 

where 
(23) 

Thus in Stage III 

n = -D$@-)(G-Gs-fGr) (26) 

The corresponding equations for Stages II and I may be obtained by deleting 
f Gr, and f Gr and G, respectively. 

A.4 Acceleration at the tail (cf Ref.41 

A.4.1 Due to pitching alone 

Therefore in Stage III 

s-f L,.) +t (K-K, - f Kr) 

(25) 

(26) 

Eqations for Stages II and I may be obtained as in A.3 above. 
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A.L.2 Total 

"t = n+Z 

A. 5 Aerodynamic load on the tailplane (cf Ref.&) 

where A = &+12s 

B = 

(3C) 

(3l) 

(32) 

Sk? 
'1 = B (33) 

P = P, $ ?,q 

= load due to effective angle of mcidence 
at the tall (a') 

and 
P 

n 
= Aa2r) 

- load due to elevatcr deflection. 

ThUS, m Stage I 

P, = -AB s /"s\ (G + C,K) 
J2 VT's/ 

ri 
P 

rl 
= A a2 J, 

i > 
s Ja 

s 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(34) 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(364 

(36b) 
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in Stage II 

p = 1v - AE 5 ($) ((G - Gs) + C, (1; - KS)) 

P 
11 

= Aa2ns 

and in Stage III 

P = w 
- AB#)((G - G, - f G,) + C, (Ii - Ii, - f q)) 

P = 
-u 

-Aa2f 2) J(T - 2,) +Aa2 vs 
9 

(374 

(3nJ) 

(384 

(38b) 

A.6 Detailed discussion 

8.6.1 Introduction 

To facilitate this discussion, attention is dra~m to Fig.2. This figure 
illustrates the type of response which is produced by the assumed elevator tune- 
history. The "crossest are associated with points of dlsconixxuity in the 
elevator movement, and the chain dotted cwves inxnedutely folloWing these 
points Indicate what the response would have been had the elevator movement not 
been altered. The symbols in the fzgure illustrate the notation. 

A. 6.2 Normal acceleration at the C.G. 

The response in n is shown in Fig.2(b). If the recovery action is 
delayed sufficiently long, the acceleration bulds up to a local maxlmm 1n 
Stage II, denoted n'. The equatlonmhich characterxes the response xn n in 
Stage JI is: 

(G - Gs) 

dn 
and the time of occurrence of n' (I.e. ghen 5 = 0) is given by the first 
root beyond Jzs of the equation 

-1 J7 = J%' = ta?l i 
'~~s-(iis-l) 

I 
zs t $ (2, - I) 

(39) 

where R’cS Hs = e CDS Jz 
S 

R% 
and Es = e ' sin J'cs 
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Equation (39) represents a functmn of 13 J and Jz, only, rmich 1s 
kiepsdent of the rnagIiltu.de (or rate) of the runarmy mvem,ent. Thus J7' 

23 may be expressed graphically in terms or' J md As , see Flg.5(a), am? 
this info,nnation way be coxbmed with equatmn (24) to give II' xn terms 
of ; and JT, , see F&./+(a). 

The ses-ponse in p 1s shown in Flg.2(d). Three local maxima, PI', 

172' anti ? 3 may be expected. 

~1.6.31 P,' 

The condxtion for thus local maxmum (i.e. zhhen g = 0 in Stage I) 

IS given by the first positive root of 

where 

(40) 

Tins root, Jq,' , does not depend on tne rate or mount of elevator move- 
mcnt . In some cases It viz11 be fcuid thz.t JT+! is seater than JQ and 
this means that the ruxm~y 1s checked before the mathenatlcal maximum 
CCCUTS, ad. mstead, a s.ailer, non-mathematzcal, ~~XL~LIII - also designated 
Pq' - occ'urs at JTs (this ease is not Llustrated). 

The sxgruficant parameters associated ;kth Pj' are g J ' Cl' a2 
and 6 and consequent:y pj' cannot be enslly repres&xd graphically. 
Instead, J,,' must first be determlned. In thus connection Fzg.6 may be 

1 used ~5th l% = y Ql and 11 = - 
Tl 

(use of tms graph 1s explained in 
Appendix Ii). Ii then remains to calculate p at 57 = Jq' . The 
rele--ant equation for P is 

(36a) 

P 
-0 (36b) 



Graphs of K and G, Figs.7 end 8 respectively, may be used in the estimation 
of Pw at JT = JT ' . 1 

Note: It may be northzhile to determine beforehand whether Pi' occurs at or 
before JT, . TKLS may be done by finding the sign of g at JT = JT~ i.e. 
applying the folloving inequalities: 

If 

(K t c, L) 
JvJzs 

< 
j! a2 

B6 

and if 
a J2 

(x + c, L) 2 
JQJT 'BS 

s 

then 

then 

? 

JTl 
' < Jz s 

I 

JT ' = Jz 1 4 

(41) 

8.6.32 P,' 

P2' is the value of the local maximum that occurs in Stage II if the 
recovery action is delayed suffiziently long. It always occurs before n' if 
the Stage is long enough for both to occur. The position of P2' (I.e. Ehen 
ap - = 0 in Stage II) is given by the first root beyond J%s of the equation dT 

J% = Jz2' = tan (42) 

The significant parameters are $ , CA 
s.6 a function of s and 

and J%, and, 1x1 Fig.5, JT~' is given 
J, s for four values of Cl. A property of equation 

(42) is that 

t (y- I) x y = 1, 2 etc. (43) 

225 This relationship may be used to extend Fig.5 beyond Jx-, = 2 . The values of 
J'r2' frcm equation (42) may be combined with equation (37a) to obtain Pw2', 
the contribution of Pw tc P2' ; the results are given in Flg.4. The 
corresponding value of Pq is A a q 2 s' 

A.6.33 P3 

?3 is the value of the local maximum that occurs In Stage III. In this 
region the overall response in tailplane load may be considered as a combination 
of two responses, one due to the runaway and check, and the other due to the 
recovery (this res onse is identical in character to that in Stage I - of equa- 
tions (36) and (387). Th emaximwnP3 may be a mathematical maximum, 
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A.6.31 equxtwJn (40))or (set para ~6.9) vhicnever of the tcr~ 

is less anil 

0.64) 

(45) 

L.&l, !d22leration aA, the tail 

The rezponscs in : enu nt are dlustrattd in Fig-.2(t). The 
to"wl acceleratiur at the tali assocmted vlth the f1r-t local raxxnum of 
the taxlplane lo&d IS usually vcsy small, but tlkxt assoaated with P3 15 
much greeter and my prov3.d.i: uu-t2a relief. Ii, my be calculated from 

q = (n + %) Jz=J%,~J<I" (45) 

+&/I!% 
-2 i,,J< J s >( 

g (L - L, - f Lr) +$ (K-K, - f K$ 
> J,=JT,+JT," 

(47) 
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A.6.5 itiodifications when J is imaginar;! 

A. 6.51 To the basic formulae of paragraphs A.2, 3, 4 and 5 - 

So far it has been assumed that equation (4) yields a real value of J 
i.e. that w t 4 (a~) > R2 . ?ior,ever, cases may arise inrrhicch this inequality 
is not satisfjed. In these cases equation (3) may be written: 

The solution to this equation may be obtained from equations (6), (7) 
and (8) by mzhng a nw,ber of modifications, naCely 

but 

(a) Reylace J, J2 etc. 
i. t. 3% becomes 1~ 

(b) Replace sin J% 

(4 " 00s 5% 

by I, I2 etc. 

by sinh I7 

w cash 5~ 

2 
(e) '1 ($) - 1 

(' 

2 
by 2 +I 

/ 

8.6.52 To the eq-u&ions of paragraoh A.%.1 to A.6.4 

T%en J is imagxmry a number of 
the equations and conditions for maxima. 

(i) n' (~6.2) occws after an 
Fig.4(a) no longer apply. Equation (24) 
slmpllfled to 

alterations also have to be made to 

infinite time, and equation (39) and 
still app1x.e~ however, but can be 

n’ = -OL.Ka.q 
I2 s 

where 
K, = 

(ii) the condition for equation (40)) is modifked in 
accordance vnth the rules of A-6.5 It hecomts 

c0shI7tQ, sinhI< = T 
1 

eR" (50) 

where 2 
'i c1 

a1 

Q1 = T-T 
T, = I 2 -- 

Y&Ka 
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Figs.6, 7 and b co longer apply, bxt equation (56) zs only modxfu?d. 
Squation (50) may g3.w a vale of I";j' vkch IS ;;re,-ter than IT,, if 
so the unplx.catxon 15: tile same as u? the J case. In this respect trle 
maqual3..tles, eq+tron (41), suitably nokflecl, still apy!y. 

(111) P*' (A.6.32) 1s rsacht& aftor an irfmx6e time, eni. eqLatlons 
(42) and (L3) sali. Fi”is.4 x.0 lorlgcr a2ply. 1IZtca'% 

The stallmg torqx or" the ,notor IL usually known, but the external 
forces on the elevator (hinze mnent~) deperid on the resp"r.se of the au- 
crdt, rrlnch, in twn, depend s on the ,-mount of elevator moveiwnt. 2us 
to &ilculate the exact smo;mt of elevator move,.~ent to stall the Eei-volilotor, 
+,, a process of l'tr~c~ and error" 'would have to be sd+ad. To ease thx 
labour, tivo sul:plxfxt methods *re suggested for f~r&.ng a gcod approxuna- 
tion to 71s . 

(4 From asympzotx con&Ltlons: 

The general expression r'or the hinge uo~~ent of the elevator ~.n a 
lwonglfudinal manoeuvre IS ( c.f Ref. 4) 

where 

aria 
b 

c = c-?- 
9 

(53) 

The asynptotlc condxtlons depend solely on ns and the way mwkch this 
deflection 1s reached has n3 effect whatever. Thus equations (16) and (17) 
may be used C-s determrrne the asymptotx va!ues of +? aud. L% (assuming 
that the recovery ac'non 1s nit taken). 

d-c 

They are 

(54) 
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Thus the asyT?ptOtic value of ch, lf the recovery action io not taken, is 

/ 
'h = i2 :b -Tj- -'Kjn, 

J2 a/ 
= se i/hen the sermmotor stalls. 

\ 

Thus 

(55) 

(ii) From condatrons arising fron mstantancious elevator novment, 

& 
With imtantmeous movement of the elevator, the response in & and 

;i-; is initldily zero, and the hinge nomert. at JT = 0 is 

'h = b2 q, s Ch rrhen the servoxotor stalls 
S 

and 

(56) 

Ivkthod-(i) is conservative :-Then 5 is positive, ad method (ii) is conservative 
@en B is negative. It is suggested that when determining qs the sign of 
B should first be examined. The conservative value of qs (larger than that 
occurring in practice) may then be calculated. 

S.6.7 Choice of JT~ for the greatest tailplane load in the recovery 
-- 

J% is to be chosen 50 prcduce the rnaxtia? vale of P3 (I 13'). Since 
the principle of superposition applies, the re-ponse in P in Stage III may be 
consxLered as a combiration of tvfo basic responses each of which reaches a 
local maxmum at a calculable time, and it is only necessary to ensure that 
both these maxima occur at the same time The maxima 
are P2' 

(523) to obtain P3'. 
end PI", ail they occur at J'c~' and Jqr + Jr," respectively (see 

paras ~6.32 and ~6.33). These two times must be identical, thus 

Jzr = (Jz2' - J<,") (57) 

and 

also 

p3’ 
= P*' t P," (59) 

In the calculation leedx~g to P3' the times J72' and Jq" ere needed 
but JT~ is not, m fact it is only requxred to determine the precise time at 
which the recovery is made. A case in kich P3' is obtained is illustrated 
in Flg.3. 
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In the I cue, the grzate;t accelw~tron 1s obtained after an 
lnfirn te t3.m, but for thp WiJOl-ltjr of ~ract?.csl c!?ses R very dose app'OXi.- 
matmn tc tins acceleratmn 1s obtained aftez a fey< szconds. 
slrmiarly affeoted, and thus fx f'imte r~cove-rg txnes equatio?~!%~ls 
sllgntiy conservative. 

A.6.8 Com~ison of 3.gs.2 and 3 

The response curves in >'iE.j relate to an automtic pliot failure 
and recovery in which the :ecover;l is tmcd tc produce tne greatest tail- 
place load. Tiie runmay and recovery moveintnts am tihe saw as in Fxg.2, 
but the t;me of recovery is ~:ccessarliy earlxr. The dotted curves relate 
to an elevator tirr:-history, in rrxch the rmaxag Ned recovery movements 
are 1nstantnneous, and n, is eqm.1 to 21, ; tne reoover~ 1s ayaln tunea 
for the m3xumu tTi1ip1rm lolr?. 

Comparison of the full :nd d:tted curves an i4ig.3 gives soms xns&t 
mto the effects of the rate of elevatw r,,ovemer,t. Although the IIzrtial 
responses in n are conslder3biy dzfferent the i~,ax3mum values obtained are 
not materially changed. Thr: mitml responses i~r fi, 1% snd P in Stage J 
are very different but only in the c: se of P 1s this of any consequence. 
If the first maximum of ? is to be preredlcted accurately, it is essential 
that a rate cf runaway is used :rhxn is close to the practvoal one. FOI- 
the w.une reason, the rtitc of rccoverg- must also be chosen carefully. In 
the present exam+, tne m?x%um lna: for Gl-262 lnstanta.Ixc"s movdlnellt case 1s 
38”” greater t-r. that frm the movement defuxd in paxa 2.1 even though 
?r is %suned to be less. 

4 6.9 Ciioice of 7+ 

1~1 certain cases t!w reeponst m I in Strge I,1 rises to a 
n~therratical maxiwm c,la then falls. In these cases P3- does not depend on 
% and movement of the el~wator beyon!Z this deflection ooes not u~rease 
Pj (cf pouxt i( in Fig.3). The cond-itxon for t%ls state of &fairs 1s 

If this lilequallty is not satisfied, the impllcatlon is that P3 is a non- 
mathamtuxi rmximum, and, FE such, is a function of % . 

In the first ste:r. torrerds the selecc~on of a nwncTica1 value of vr 
it is advlxble to c&&late 71 

'cri t 
where 

% = 
a-it J,," 

For the calculation of the maxinun acceleratmn tne values of v, 
and f 31‘6 not r?quired. 
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Computational Procedure 

1 Introdwtion 

1.1 This Appendix contains details of the procedure for calculating the 
ms.xunw;I normal acceleration and 11'3xmmm aerodynmic ta&fllane load that 
ensue from an autonntic puot fUlwe an5 substiqucnt recovery. 

1.2 The list of numerical &ta reqtied 1s g;lven in para 2 and partuxlars 
Of the Frelimlmy CakXlatlonS Ewe @VGi In pS.TZS 3 and 4. 3iW%lly, In 
para 5, formxl?e ore given for the rtsponsc in acceleration and tsil>lane 
load and fcr the rnax~~ur~ accelernU.on ard maxzmu*~ tallplanE load; parti- 
culsrs of various charts *;ti~ch may be used to facilitate the calculations 
are also gxven. 

1.3 The rzsFonse quanttltxs are evesscd 13 terms of G, K and L, 
vrhich are fun&ions of JT . SlZlCZ Jx is a measure of time (see para J), 
the nwxxical vaiues of these quantities can be calculated for any time 
during the manoeuvre, and complete tune-hlstorles of the response quantities 
may be obtained. 

1.4 
'3' ; 

Tw formulae are gxven for the 1;12xixx~1 tailplane load, for P,' and 
they refer to conditiow at different stages of the failure and 

rfXOWl?y, md represent rather different centre of rressure cases, thereby 
affecting different aspects of the strength of the tallplane. These 
formuiae COntaln contrlbutlons due to the uzldence of the tail&lane 
(suf-r'lx VT) and the angular displacewent of the elevator (suffix r,) and 
should be dlstrlbuted according to the usual "2" and "$' chordwise dis- 
trlbutions respectively. A fornula 1s also gxven for the normal accelera- 
tion at the tall assocx.ated ~1% the load P3' ; the acceleration associated 
;iith the load F4 ' 1s usually neglzglble. 

1.5 The accclerstiom and loads @-<en by the formulae of pa-a 5 are 
rncrsmentai values, and total v&ues ,we obtained b:? ad&n& to them the 
steady accelerations 3nd loa% urhxh prev<ail brfore the fnllwe. 

1.6 b numerical exam@e illustsatug the procedwe is given in pwa 6. 
The data for tniq ex-wple ux taken from Table I. 

2 List of data requred 

(cf List of Symbols) 

a (I$, 
re~8 tail 

aI s (W2 

a2 
S' (ft)2 

bl 
v (ft/sec T.A.S.) 

b2 
:! lb 

c (ft) P (slugs/ftJ) 

ac 
m 
aa 'h (usually positive xf the elevator 

s movement is negative) 

-a+- 



(cf List of SjmbOlS) (scntci) 

25 
da 3 

g = 32.2 ft/sec2 

w (i$ 
ks 

1s 
\ 

(radians) 
i 

I 
(raduns) 

(rsa1ans/sec) 
I 

i 
see footnote 

v = 
"ta + "less tlri2 

CJ 
'I= B 

bl %i = B- 
7 

D = &V2 $- 
/s 

"r, = 
aa 

less ix11 

J = /(a + ;) w) -X2 

or I -; i R- ?-( ‘0 + & ELI 1 

(cf Fig.10) 

“2 
2 

T,= 1-x 
a 

&me discussi of tne numerics! valuca of txse quantitres 1s given in 
para 2 of the w:in text. The qua.&ities we coasideered negative then the 
elevator is deflected u&wards. 
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3.2 In add:.tion -to these qwr:ti:za thi! folk;lr.d nuxlluu-y functions 
~111 also :hr.~ to bs evaluated ~ior the range of JT ccrresnonding to the 
duration cf thi f:ilura and subsequert recovery) IP th= tzme-hlstory in 
acceleration or tadplane load is m3qLjrL.d. 

szm JT (cf F1g. 9) 

IC = 1: 

K, = 
($f + 1 

(cf Fig.7) 

(sf Fig.10) 

Jt where JT = 7: , and t is time in seconds 
t 

3.3 r/hen the suff-~cea s -aid r at-e used mth tnese auxilmry functions 
It merelj- mesns that the arguments of tk,a trlgfiometrlcal and exponential 
terns are changed from JT to J(T - 7s) and J(T - rr) respectively in 
the suffixeu iumct~ons, but It should Le noted that tnese functions only 
appcxu when JT IS F;reattx than JT, an3 .Jz is greater than Jzr 
respect1vt1y. Thus of J, 1s less than J,cs bhhn response equations will 
no'; cmtain my d3.ffxkI auxlilary funct3..ons, if JT 1s greater than JT~ 
but less than Jz-, the response eqwitions w.11 contain aux~lurry function 
with the suffix s in addILlon tc the ur.sufPixed functioc, aLlld if JT 1s 
greatsr than 
vlth suffix I' 

JT~ the response equatlor.s vrlll contnln nuxG~.ary fwctlons 
ln addztion to the unsufflxed functuxs and functzons with 

the suffix s . 

3.v The values of the auxiliary fun&lox at specified values of JT are 
also required zn the direct zdculation of the maximum accelerations and 
taCv?lane loais. Here the graph,+ 4, 5, 6, 7, C, 9 and 10 may ease the 
labour involved. 

3.5 In the rare cases ,rhere J is imnglnary (= i1 uhere I = J-1) a 
numkr of modifications must be made to the basic quantities and auxllxrg 
funhums presented above, namely: 

(i) replace J, J' etc. by I, I2 etc. 
whence J, becomes JT 

but (iz) replace sin JT by sinh 1% 

(iii) u cos JT ' cash IT 
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Thu; :rhen J IS ima&xzrg, h a and H become respectively 

1 
s: 
{T) - 

and 
21, 
e1 sashI% 

These modlficatmns also apply to the formulan in the foilowing paragraph. 
Bra 5 1s d~videj into two sectio,s to simplxfy the treatment of the J and I 
cases mxthin the para@?aph. 

b Further quantities to te e-xluatsd 

( ii) If 5 is positive then 

3u-t if ?? LS negative then 



5 IbnniLae for maxma and the response formulae - 

A similar layout is used in each of the follwing sections, and where 
applicable, formulae are given in turn for the maximum value of the psrti- 
cuiar quantity, Its tme of OWWR~OO (to be obtained from the condition 
for rilsxL?nLml) , and its response throughout tha sequence of failure and 
reaovery. Strictly speskx-~g the full response formula a&ies only when 
J% is greater than JT 

F. 
and for lorrer va:ues of JT , deletions of the 

suffixed auxiliary func ions must be made in accordance iinth the instruc- 
tions of para 3.3 above. 

The maximum values of the various quantities may be determined in two 
vays , They may be calcuiated directly from the approprinte formulae, using 
the formulae for their times of oocurrence~ or they may be obtained from 
the response curves. :7ith regard to the direct calculation of the maxima, 
a number of graphs Figs.4-10 are ~ntr&uoed to reduce the labour involved. 

In para 5.2, containing information for the treatment of the I case, 
the orily formulae g;lven zze for the mtxxmum values of the various 
quantities. 

5.1 J case 

5.11 Coefficient of normal acceleration at the C.G. 

Tm maximum acceleratzon is 

(G - Gs) 
JvJz' 

where J,' is the first root beyond J% of s 

Jz = tan, 

1 

i$i;g - (Fi, - 1) 

zs +(+ (Es - 
\ > ‘) I 

: 

In most cases n' and JT' may be obtained from Figs.lc(a) and 5(a) 
respectively. 

The complete time-history is 

- f Gr) 

and n’ is obtained when Jzr is assumed equal to or greater than JT' . 

5.12 Eet aerodynamic load on toe tailplane 

TWO maxima should be considered. 
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P ' 
1 = %' +pT' 

1 '1 

t 

-0 
p'=-*Ls 

1Y 
1 

J2 JT 
i > 

(G + C, Ii) 
s JT=JT,' 

and Jz,' , c,q~cesed in radmns, is either the f3.w'; poztive rcot of 

~‘0s JT + Q, sin J% = T, 

or J%s whichever of the 'cm 1s less. The last eqmtmn may be solved 

graphmally x&h the ard of Flg.6 (putting M = A T, and N= + as follows: 

dram a circle through the origin with co-ordumtes of its centre ($2, $7) and 
then draw a straight lme from the origin to tkc point of mtLrsection of the 

E circle ana the z.ppropriate J curve, extending it to the peripheral scale; 

Che requxed value of Jr,' (ir! degrees) may be read diractly from this scale. 
If there is no po1r.t of intersectxm then J'cq' = J,zg ; if there are tl*o 
intersecticns, the or~e ccrresponding to the lowest value cf J% should be 
considered as the rs,qr.ed root of' the equation. Figs.7 and 8 may be used to 
evaluate G an3 K at 3% = J,, '. 

(b) P3' > 
which occurs ct Js2' 

(an upload if pssltlve) 

=3' 
i P,- ' A P>, 0 + F ' + P ' 

'2 1 O2 771 

where 

P ' = - DFB n 
2 

- G, + C, (Ii - KS) 
Jc,J<2' 

P * 
qz 

= DFa2r,s 

p ‘1 = - DFr2f 
9 

JT," 
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and 

CL - Ls - f L,) + t (K - KS - f ic,) 
k"JL?_f 
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and 

f L,) + f (K - KS - f K,, 
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The complete time-history is 

where 

and 
(L - Ls - f Lr) +< (K - KS - f K,) 

5.2 I Gase 

5.2'1 Cieffiaent of ncnml acce?.eratlon at the C.G. 

Tae nmximum 3s 

X, my be estimated from Fig.10 (nl ocmrs after an infinite time) 

5.22 Aerod~c load on the tadplane 

The d are 

(i) P,' (which occws at IT,') 

where 

p 1 = 
ITI 

G + C, K) 
I'c=I7,' 

and IT,' ) expressed ir? rad-mm, is the first positive root of 

or IT rrhdxever of the tm IS the less. 
s 
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p3’ = ?."7 ' + P ' * P 1 + P " 
2 

b-r 
1 q2 9 

where 

P ' = -DF+& 
1-f 2 I 

ana I%,)( is equal to 17,' 0;" - % 

less. / 
f1?1, 

vhrchever of the ti;lo is the 

V% > 

5.23 Coefficumt of normal acceleratfcn at the tall aesociakd with 
P ' 

3 - 

“t = 
n'&D- s f 

I2 

6 Numerical exsmplg 

In this example use is made of the fomnilne and cimts of para 5 . 
The data 1s contn~ned in Table I. 

6.1 3-m the data in Table I (cf para 4) 

(4 f = L+ 

'h 
(4 -2 = ~1.1265 radians, i.e. ipss than ?j so that 

b2 

ns = -0. I 265 rad.1~~. 

(iiz) J%s = 2.6178 radians. 
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6.2 hiaxti~~ mrml xcelarattlor Ccf rarz 5.412 

From Fig&(a), with 5 = 0.@15 and 5~s = 2.6178 = O.P,33x , 

n’ 
= 4.625 

35.93 
I (-0.1265) 

D-$ vs 

a& Lg. = - -- )r 
3.sd 

x 0.625 = xg 

finally II’ = 14.75 x 0.195 = 2.83 . 

Frem Fig. 5(a) 

JT' = 223O = 4.939 radian+ so that the m&m occurs af%r 
A 

4.939 x t 
SPCS, i.e. 1.63 eecs. 

3 -- 

6.3 sips. of the asrodpmmc tadpLane 1oatI (cf nara u ---- 

(i) pl ' 

requrred root of the equation cos Ja + Q, sm 3~ = T, e is JT = 56', i.e. 
less tkxm Jzs so that JCL 

I 
' = 563 = 0, yS7 raZ.a.zs. 

P 1 m 1 - = -2.39 x -- 
DF 

;;;:$ x (--;)(G.,O + 3,511 x 0.27) 

= 0.069 

P ’ 
9 - = 2.7 x(-s) X 0.977 
DF 

= -0.123 

-A = +O.c69 - c.128 = -0.05~ 
DF -- 

so that P, ' = 23863 x O.Cgglb z 1420 lb; it occurs after L422Li sea, i.e. 
0.36 sew. 

J 
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By interpolat-on of Fig.4(&) 

P ’ 

3 

= +2.7 x (-0.1265) = -0.342 
I-- 

cilso 

p I! P' 'c., 
-.A- = _ f 

Ti, 

lx 
( = -4 : 0,oGg = -0,276 

Di= -- 

p ” P ” 
VI --- = +J!L = 4~~~228 -: 0.512 
i,i’ lx -I_ 

p 1 
F1.m ?ly -z- = - - + : 23d DF 6.479 3.342 o.,;G 0.512 0.;72 -II 

P3' = 23860 x 0.372 1': = A,y?o 1~. This rwm OCCUTS after 
4,241 i 

J 
sees, i.3. ' .5;7 C‘"C7. - --_.- - 



From Figs.7, 8 and 9 

K,G and L aT JT= 243' e33 O.h,l.Y? and -C.OZS rmpectlvely, 

lis,Gs and Ls at 'I (ie J(z -z,)= 93") 11 0.475,0.348 and 0.263 m 

and K,,G 1, L 11 
r P * (lo J(z -$ =;6') N 0.27, 0.10 It 0.3-f w 

(-0.02c - 0.2ti: - 4 x 0.37) 

+ 3.2VLJ (0.6 - 0.475 - 4 x 0.27) 
> 

P 0.146 + 0.?37 = 0.283 -se 
and 

"t' = 0.283 x 14.75 = L.18 . 

a = 4.57 

"I = 3.0 

a2 = 2.7 

b, = -0.1 

b2 = -0.3 

B = 2.37 
'ii = -0.080 

ri, = -7.25" = -0.1265 r-ads 

Tj zz -IO0 1. -O.lT"+5 r;ids 
Qr = IF = 0.2094 r-ads 

.%~ 
( dt i, = 

-7.50/set = -0.1308 rads/sec 

(jig = 30*/m = a.5232 rads//sec 

Cl = c.511 

R = 3.11 

J = 3.816 

ii 
J = C.615 

"t = 1.41 sets 

CI = 13 

= 35.93 

ks = 0.038 

JTs - 150° = 2.6178 rads 

JT~ = 3CO‘ = .5.2.l+ rads (Tlg.2) 

= 187' = 3.26 ra';s (Fq.3) 

D z: 24.75 

m = 23,860 lb 
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ELEVATOR 
DISPLACEMENT 

FIG I. THE ASSUMED ELEVATOR TIME- HISTORY. FIG I. THE ASSUMED ELEVATOR TIME- HISTORY. z 
l - . 



FIG 2 (a-d) 
A 

(Cl INCREMENT IN NORMAL ACCELERATION AT THE TAIb TOTALt”dAND 
I DUE TO PITCHING ALONE (6) 

P 

(Ib) 

FIG2@-@TYPICAL RESPONSE T13 ThE ASSUMED 
ELEVATOR TIME= HISTORY. 



/ 
x,’ 

FIG 3.(a-c) 

.._ -- -_ 

(a) ELEVATOR TIME - HISTORY 

(b) INCREMENT N NORMAL ACCkLERATION AT THE CG 

j- 

j .- 

DATA IN TABLE1 3 I I I 

I- 

,’ (C)INCREMENT IN NOR&L ACCELERATION AT THE TAIL: METAL 
,‘,,’ (Q) & DUE TO PITCHING ALONE (3) , 

I 

,!‘ 
C 7 

i 
FIG.3(a-c)RESPONSE WHEN THE RECOVERY ACTION IS 

TIMED TO GIVE THE CRITICAL TAILPLANE LOADS. 



t 
(0) ELEVATOR TIME-HISTORY, 

I 
I2000 

\ 

11600. I’\ 
I’ 
I ’ 

l0000 
I 

DATA IN TABLE 1 

P 

I 
a000 I 

FIG3@ad)RESPONSE WHEN THE RECOVERY ACTION IS 
TIMED 113 GIVE THE CRITICAL TAILPLANE mADShw\ 



3 4 5 6 R,J -7 8 

WHERE J& THE FIRST ROOT 

l Cb) 

FIG 4 (a a b) CURVES OF THE GREATEST ACCELERATION 
(9’) AND THE Pw COMPONENT OF PzfDuE TO THE 
EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE AT THE TAIL) 



FIG 4 cc) 81 (d) 
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